
It works best as an
integrated approach
addressing both types
of risk in a single
process.

A few modifications
are required to
include opportunities
in this process,
particularly in Risk
Identification, Risk
Analysis & Evaluation,
and Risk Treatment.

Why manage opportunities?

Risk management is like a radar that scans the uncertain future.
In addition to identifying threats that are heading our way,
giving us time to prepare and protect, it can also enable us to
spot potentially helpful events or circumstances while they are
still in the future. We can then adjust our course where necessary
in order to encounter these opportunities, allowing us to take
advantage of them where possible.

Opportunities that we capture can result in saved time, reduced
cost, improved reputation, enhanced benefits, increased income,
and better delivery to our stakeholders.

It’s always important to manage threats in order to protect
value. But managing opportunities helps us to create value as
well, and this also needs to be managed proactively. By
managing opportunities alongside threats, you give yourself the
best chance of meeting your objectives in the best possible way.
Why wouldn’t you?!

Introduction

The “Getting started” guide provides a foundation for effective
risk management in your charity. It focuses on finding and
tackling downside risks that can hinder the achievement of your
charity’s objectives. This guide goes further, explaining how to
understand and manage upside risks in an integrated risk
approach.

Some definitions

What is a risk?
A risk is an uncertainty that matters; it might or might not
happen, but if it happens it will have an effect on objectives. We
usually think of risks as having a negative, adverse, unwelcome,
or harmful effect. But some uncertainties could have a positive
effect on objectives, and these are also risks.

Current risk standards and guidelines emphasise that risk is a
double-sided concept, including both downside risks (threats) and
upside risks (opportunities).

What is risk management?
Any activity that aims to minimise threats and maximise
opportunities in order to optimise our chance of achieving
objectives.

Risk Identification

The goal is to identify any uncertainty that, if it happens, will
help you to achieve your objectives. A change in mindset is as
important for this as any identification technique.

Opportunity mindset
Finding threats means asking “What could go wrong?”
Identifying opportunities needs a different way of thinking. Try
being optimistic!

How might things go better than you expect? What nice
surprises can you imagine happening? If you could have three
wishes, what would you ask for? Instead of worrying about
nightmares, think about your dream scenario, and how it might
come about.

Remember you’re looking for uncertainties that might or might
not happen, but that would be helpful if they did occur. These
are not the same as choices, actions or improvement options,
where you are in control of whether to do something or not.

Opportunity identification techniques
These fall into two groups: existing techniques you already use to
identify threats; and techniques specifically focused on finding
opportunities.

Existing techniques that you can adapt include:

 - Brainstorming/workshops. Instead of imagining all the bad
things that might happen, challenge your team to be creative!
Imagine as many positive things as possible, including seemingly
crazy ideas. Don’t judge anything until everyone’s finished. Then
explore the suggestions, looking for golden nuggets among the
dross. Perhaps someone’s crazy idea might uncover a real
opportunity.

 - Challenge assumptions. If you’re assuming that things will go
well, a false assumption might pose a threat. But if you’ve
wrongly assumed something negative will happen, you might
find an opportunity that’s worth exploring. As well as asking
“What if…?” you should ask “But what if not…?”

 - Lessons learned/checklists. Past problems are built into check
lists so that you consider them as possible threats in future, but
your checklists should also include past successes so that you’re
better prepared next time. Think about what went well, and
whether it might be something to look out for again.

Techniques that look specifically for opportunities include:

 - SWOT analysis. Weaknesses might also make you vulnerable to
threats. But it’s also true that your strengths may lead to
opportunities. In the same way you seek to address weaknesses
to prevent or reduce vulnerability to threats, you can also
reinforce or exploit your strengths to make opportunities better
or more likely.

 - Benefit tree analysis. Fault trees start with a failure state and
then work backwards to identify its causes, with threats that
might enhance a driver of failure. A benefit tree starts with a
success state (saving time, coming in under budget, exceeding
client expectations), then identifies drivers that lead to this
positive outcome, and looks for opportunities that would
strengthen these drivers of success.

 - Appreciative inquiry. This structured technique will encourage
positive thinking. It includes Discovery (appreciate your existing
strengths), Dream (aspirational imagining of what might be),
Design (actions to turn aspirations into reality), and Delivery
(implement actions and sustain positive change). The Dream
phase specifically aims to identify opportunities and focus on the
best ones.

Key principles
In addition to these techniques, the same general principles that
apply to identifying threats are also true for opportunities:

Process overview

The process outlined in ISO 31000 is suitable for any type of risk,
including both threats and opportunities.
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Further information

Capturing upside risk: Finding and managing opportunities in
projects. D.A. Hillson, 2019 (Taylor & Francis) ISBN 978-0-8153-
8251-5

Risk and Opportunity: How can risk be good?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEuXOtY8k9s

Broadening thinking & practice

Including opportunities in your risk process is a simple extension
of what you’re already doing to manage threats. There are
many benefits to a broader approach. Take your risk
management beyond the basics and get the most out of it!

Risk Treatment

The four threat-focused strategies of Terminate, Transfer, Treat
and Tolerate each have an equivalent strategy for addressing
opportunities:

 - Exploit. Like Terminate for a threat, this aggressive strategy
seeks to remove uncertainty by taking actions to make an
opportunity definitely happen.

 - Share. Similar to Transfer, you can allocate responsibility for
managing an opportunity to a third party who is better able to
manage it.

 - Enhance. Threats can also be treated by actions to reduce
probability and/or impact. The opportunity equivalent takes
action to make the opportunity more likely or to increase its
positive effect, or both.

 - Accept. Just as you can Tolerate a threat by taking no special
action apart from developing a contingency plan, it’s possible to
Accept an opportunity with suitable backup actions to be
implemented if it occurs.

First choose an appropriate strategy for each opportunity, then
develop actions to implement the chosen strategy. Each action
needs an owner who will be responsible for ensuring the action
is undertaken and for reporting on progress. Make sure everyone
in the organisation knows who the owner is. Record strategies
and actions in the risk register, monitor progress regularly, and
assign additional actions if necessary.

 - Be methodical. Think about all possible sources of opportunity.
It may be helpful to use a structured framework to ensure you
don’t forget any areas where upside risks may be lurking.

 - Consider different categories of risk. These opportunities exist
at strategic, operational, financial and project levels. They
include management, external, commercial and technical areas
of uncertainty.

 - Consult others. Colleagues and stakeholders will be able to see
opportunities that you miss. Make sure you ask for their input,
through workshops, surveys, questionnaires or interviews.

 - Record the risks. A simple risk register can include both threats
and opportunities, ensuring that both types of risk are
recognised, addressed, monitored and reviewed with equal
attention.

Risk Analysis & Evaluation

We know that some risks are more important than others, based
on how likely it is that the risk would occur, what the
consequences might be and what impact these would have on
our objectives. In order to focus your risk management attention
and resources, you need to find the worst threats and the best
opportunities. You can score and prioritise opportunities using
the same approach used for threats, with one exception. Instead
of asking “How bad could it be?” you ask “How good could it be?”

You can then rank opportunities alongside threats with standard
techniques like the Probability-Impact Matrix, perhaps using the
double mirror format shown here. This has a red-yellow-green
“traffic light” system, where the best opportunities are those with
a high probability of occurring and the possibility of a large
positive effect. These are shown as red because you need to stop
and consider them. Low-probability/low impact opportunities are
green because you can safely proceed without giving them
further attention.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEuXOtY8k9s

